
Dr. Evil. Essay 
Backstory 

 

 “My father was a relentlessly self-improving 

boulangerie owner from Belgium with low-grade 

narcolepsy and a penchant for buggery. My mother was 

a fifteen-year-old French prostitute named Chloe with 

webbed feet. My father would womanize, he would 

drink, he would make outrageous claims, like he 

invented the question mark. Sometimes he would 

accuse chestnuts of being lazy. A sort of general 

malaise that only the genius possess and the insane 

lament. My childhood was typical. Summers in Rangoon, luge lessons. In the spring we'd make 

meat helmets. If I was insolent, I was placed in a burlap bag and beaten with reeds. Pretty 

standard, really. At the age of twelve I received my first scribe.” - Dr. Evil 

 

Powers 

 
Dr. evil doesn't really have any powers, but if i had to list some things that were unique about 

him they would be these things. 1) has the ability to be really stupid at all times 2) Can’t stop 

quoting things 3)he has a pet midget. These things are unique about Dr. Evil. There are other 

things but i can't think of them. 

 

Costume/Identifiable Traits 

 
The most identifiable things about Dr. Evil are his finger thing (to the left) and 

mimi-me (under finger pic). His costume consists of shiny colors (varies on 

occasion). Mini-me is different. His outfits are the same as his counterpart until the 

3rd movie when he turned to Austin's side. 

Enemy/Weakness 



Dr. Evil’s Enemy is Austin powers (left). The reason Austin is Dr. 

Evils enemy is because of 3 things. 1) he stole his fame in college 2) Dr. 

Evil is an Evil “mastermind” and Austin’s a spy and 3) Austin has 

“Mojo” and Dr. Evil does not. Dr. Evil doesn't really have a weakness 

besides being an idiot. 

 

Summary 

 
so Dr. evil is a Evil mastermind and Austin powers is his enemy. I 

didn’t tell you this because i didn’t know where to put it but in the 3rd 

movie we find out that Dr. Evil is actually Austin’s brother. Dr. Evil has a 

mini counterpart who is called mini-me. Dr. Evil is an idiot and likes 

quoting things. He had a rough childhood and he has no “mojo”. 
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